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Discussion Questions:
1. What is the most important reason for meteorologists to
    warn people of what weather is coming?

2. What observations have you made when the weather is
changing?

1. How have you been affected by a rain or weather event
you didnʼt expect?

2. What can you do to be prepared for weather that changes
quickly?

1. How would you prepare to take a trip to a place you have
never been and be ready for the weather in that place?

2. What time of year would you recommend to take your trip?
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GUSTS AND 
GALES p.  28

UP ON THE 
ROOFTOP p.  36

DON’T RAIN ON 
THE PARADE p.43
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1. What events happen where you live that depend

on the right weather?

2. What happens to events when bad weather is
predicted?

1. What type of roof does your home have?
Why do you think it has this type of roof?

2. How many types of roofs can you find in your
neighborhood, town, or city?

1. How can you use a wind scale to describe the
wind you experience outside?

2. Why would it be unsafe to be outside during a
hurricane or tornado?

WILD AND WACKY 
WEATHER p.  23
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1. What types of wild or wacky weather have you
    experienced? 

2. What can you do to prepare for one type of weather
from the story?

Discussion Questions:

Discussion Questions:

Discussion Questions:
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GRADE 3 EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE: Raindrops and Rooftops 

Smithsonian Science for the Classroom Module: How Do Weather and Climate Affect Our 
Lives? 

 

“Weather Woman” 

What is the most important reason for meteorologists to warn people of what weather is 
coming? (Meteorologists want people to stay safe when severe weather happens.) 

What observations have you made when the weather is changing? (You can’t see blue sky, 
the air feels damp, my hair gets frizzy, there is a different smell in the air.) 

 

“Surprise! It’s Raining” 

How have you been affected by a rain or weather event you didn’t expect? (It rained when 
I was riding my bike and I got wet. The car got damaged by hail. The roof leaked after a 
storm.) 

What can you do to be prepared for weather that changes quickly? (Listen to the people 
who study the weather. Bring an umbrella with me when I go to school.) 

 

“Climate Tour” 

How would you prepare to take a trip to a place you have never been and be ready for the 
weather in that place? (Find out what the weather is like in that place. Find things that will 
be useful, like sunblock or mittens.)  

What time of year would you recommend taking your trip? (If I want to go somewhere 
warm, I’d go at the warmest time of the year. If I want to play winter sports, I’d go when 
it’s colder.) 

 

“Wild and Wacky Weather” 

What types of wild or wacky weather have you experienced? (A bad thunderstorm, a 
blizzard, a hurricane)  

What can you do to prepare for one type of weather from the story? (Have flashlights 
ready if the lights go out. Know where the safest place is in my home or community and 
make sure there is time to get to it.) 
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“Gusts and Gales” 

How can you use a wind scale to describe the wind? (If I am near water, I can see how big 
waves get. I can look at the damage after a storm and match it to the scale.) 

Why would it be unsafe to be outside during a hurricane or tornado? (The wind is too 
strong. The wind picks up objects and throws them.) 

 

“Up on the Rooftop” 

What type of roof does your home have? Why do you think it has this type of roof? (I have 
a flat roof. It needs to be flat because that’s where the air conditioner is. I have a gabled 
roof because it snows and the snow needs to slide off.) 

How many types of roofs can you find in your neighborhood, town, or city? (I saw three 
different kinds on my street. I see mostly one type where I live in the city.) 

 

“Don’t Rain on the Parade” 

What events happen where you live that depend on the right weather? (Parades, races, 
street fairs, block parties, sports tournaments) 

What happens to events when bad weather is predicted? (The event is rescheduled if 
possible.) 
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